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C O N C E N T R A T I O N    G R O U P 

 

Padma, a sweet, soft girl. She talks and smiles very 
less.  

She is self-reliant and never follows anyone.  

These days she keeps herself away from all of us.  

She has reduced coming to school and doesn’t stay in 
the hostel. When asked the reason for not coming to 
school she says she doesn't like to do shramdaan, 
evening classes and meditation.  

Also she is no more 
interested in music 
class and doesn't even 
want to sing with the 
group.  

Because of her 
absence in the school 
she is missing a lot of 
classes. 

When she makes a 
mistake and finds that 
Diyas are treating it 
seriously she starts 
crying.  

MATH - Padma’s interest in studies is going 
down. Many times she is absent from the class.  

She is not confident in doing division for large 
numbers. 

Her concentration in doing math is lacking. For 
her, Mathematics is a boring subject. 

She is doing Book IV currently.  

She lacks confidence. She is quite lazy to 
understand Math. 

 

Sometimes she is so 
stubborn that she does 
not listen to anyone.  

These months she has 
suffered with some 
physical problem like 
stomach ache and 
taken a lot of leaves.  

She likes home more 
than the school. 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE - Padma has good 
spellings and grammar which also reflects in her 
stories, exercises.  

She speaks very little but better than before. 
Now she speaks much more frequently and 
takes interest in what is being done in class.  

She can read pretty well and picks up new 
sounds and retains them.  

Very soft, sometimes it is tough to comprehend 
what she says, as was the case with the drama.  

In singing however, she was more vocal.  

Neat with her work but can also fall into ‘do 
nothing’ modes. She chooses to remain mute in 
writing class and doesn't seem very inclined 
towards it. 

PROJECT WORK - Under the Deserts topic she worked on animals, plants and climates on her own. 
Here are some extracts from her work: “A desert is a dry region covered with sand or rocks, which 
receives an extremely low level of rainfall and has very little vegetation.  Some plants can survive in the 
deserts because they keep water in their swollen stems and leaves. Reptiles are the common inhabitants 
of deserts because they are cold-blooded and need heat if they need to remain active”. But she faced a 
problem understanding the formation of deserts. Through experiments, drawings, and role play she 
gained clarity. She was never irritated when told to correct her mistakes repeatedly.     

In PROJECT WORK while doing the topic - 
Mountains and oceans Padma faced some 
problem in understanding the concept of the 
formation of mountains and oceans.  

For mountains, only reading and explanation 
did not work. So we tried to explain through 
objects, which was fruitful for her.  

Though she understood the concept, she 
found it difficult to explain the formation of 
mountains to others.  

She took interest in recognizing different 
mountains near the school and in drawing 
their pictures.  

As she speaks very less, it’s difficult to 
understand whether she has understood or 
not. When we ask something she only nods her 
head. But when she writes with understanding 
she makes very few mistakes.  

She has a good comprehension skill as she 

can find specific answers of specific 

questions from books. She answered well 

when she was given some question related 

to the landforms. She did it in written form. 
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SANSKRIT LANGUAGE - She is able to make grammatically 
correct sentences. She also likes to do question and answer in 
writing form. She does not like to do oral activities.  

She can make conjugation for any "root" (dhatu) provided.  

She likes to do translation from Hindi to Sanskrit. She does it well 
without mistakes.   

 

 

 

GAMES AND SPORTS - Padma is pretty good in Basketball, dribbling and passing with 
confidence. Needs to shoot more often if she has to improve there.  

She plays Football with interest when she gets the spirit but needs time with the ball.  

Volleyball has caught her interest now. She can run quickly and doesn’t tire easily. 

 
On Sport's Day she 
participated in 
Acrobatics, Football, 
Circus, and Skating.  

Padma walked the stilt 
well. 

HINDI LANGUAGE - She has to learnt to read properly but she 
reads very softly.  

She talks rarely, even if she gets stuck at a difficult word while 
reading, she will look at others and Didi for a cue, but not ask.  

While doing free reading she reads out loud. Her handwriting is 
good.  

She does all exercises from the text book keenly. She is not keen 
on writing essays and descriptions.  

 

ODIA LANGUAGE - 
Padma knows how to read 
Odia. Her hand writing is 
also good.  

She never talks loud. At 
the time of teaching she 
does not look at 
didi/bhaiya.  

We are giving her focused 
attention so that she 
progresses well. 

 

 


